Srf| pAd).
Let pin) denote the largest prime factor of n with p{l) = 1. Then the sum (2) 'frA'x, y; h) = zZ f£n)
n<x;p(n)<y;(n,h)=l denotes the number of /e-free (having no &th power divisors) natural numbers less than x, relatively prime to h, and free of prime factors greater than or equal to y. Now we let ( be a real number such that x = y* and t = log x/log y. The purpose of this note is to present a lower bound for <ft'Ay1'', y; h), using only elementary methods, which has very few restrictions on y, t, and /;.
Theorem. Let t > 3. Given t, there exists a real number y. = y .it) such that (3) ^k(yt,y;h)>2e-10 TJ(-^-^-|X«p{-Klog « + log log / + j/W)| p\h\l -p-*/£U) for each y > y ^ and h < (log y) ' for some absolute constant C, where 1 / log log / 4 4 log A (4) rj(t)=-(log log t+1--2-=-+-+ --) log/\ log/ logt t ) and C,(k) is Riemann s zeta function.
For comparison, we note that as a consequence of the remark on p. 199
and Theorem 3.2.4 of Levin and Fainleib [5] <l>k(y', r, h)
for t < (log y)3 5~ , 8 > 0, h < (log y)C, C an absolute constant, where Z(t)
initial condition Z(t) = 1 for 0 < t < 1. In particular, Z(t) = expi-Klog t + log log t + o(l))i as t approaches oo.
We can also state a comparable upper bound with the restricted range, e < t < y/e log y, h < y, using the proof of Theorem 3 of We also remark that if 0 < x < y, then (9) <A^(x, y; h) = efc(x; A).
As for the generalization of the Buchstab identity, we let A denote a nonempty finite set of natural numbers and define 
Pm \P J In view of [l] and [3]
, we will omit the proof of (11).
Now we state the first of 2 lemmas needed to prove the Theorem. Lemma 1. // t is a real number such that 1 < t < 2 and h is a natural number, then^/ l-f-^y' \ /AV(h) log log 3 A)
P\h\l-p-k)^k){ \ logy J\ Proof. We take A = \n\ 1 < n < y', in, h) = it, u= yl, v = y, and gin) = /.(zz) in (11) so that by (8) and (9), we have + 0(4^7-Z 2/^; *V y<p<y';pj*' \p / since y < p < y* and 1 < t < 2 imply y'/p < p. and so will be omitted. The proof of the Theorem follows from Lemma 2 by a suitable choice of
